Membership

Persona Name

Stormdragon
Stormdragon
Peregrine

Device type Blazon
kingdom
Argent, a fleur-de-lis or
Azure, a laurel wreath or, upon a chief argent three fleurterritory
de-lys or
Per bend sinister argent and sable a fleur-de-lys and a
territory
mullet of eight points both or
Gyronny arrondi sable and azure, a compass star
territory
argent, within in orle of fleur-de-lie or
territory
Gules, a fleur-de-lys argent
Sable, a lightning bolt argent within a bend sinister
house
gules
house
Azure, a crown or pierced by a spear proper
Or, two dragon's heads one vert in sinister chief, the
house
other inverted sable in dexter base
house (2)
Per pale vert and sable
house
Azure, two wings conjoined in leure argent

Arts & Sciences

office

Chronicler

office

Exchequer

office

Herald

office

Sovereign of Arms

office

Webminister
Argent Fleur
Companion to the
Knights Artisan

office
award

Galandor
Altiora
Solaris
Polaris
Northwatch
Semag
Zaralexis

Mundane Name

award

Per pale vert and or, in the dexter a compass, in the
sinister a harp, in base a fleur-de-lis all countercharged
Per saltire azure and argent, in chief an open book
proper, in base a fleur-de-lis or, in fess two feather pens
towards base sable
Argent, a chief azure with three fleur-de-lis or, in fess a
balance sable
Gules, two trumpets chevronwise between three fleurde-lis, two in chief one in base all or
Argent, upon an inescutcheon purpure, a fleur-de-lys or
Per chevron argent and sable, in chief a spider sable, in
base a fleur-de-lis or
Azure, a fleur-de-lis argent
Azure, a fleur-de-lis within a laurel wreath all within a
border or

Companion to the
Knights Combatant
Companion to the
Knights Minister
Hart's Blood
Hope of Galandor
Golden Feather
Rock of Sisyphus
Sable Rook
Sovereign's
Gratitude
Sword of Theseus
Adon
Angelina Eriksova
10117 Rasvetta

award
award
award
award
award
award
award
award
award
Adam Barnheiser

knight

Sable, a fleur-de-lis or
Argent, a sword gules
Vert, a dragon passent or upon a chief embattled argent
three crosses patonce gules

Megan Summers

knight

Azure, a swan wings displayed and inverted argent to
sinister holding a lute proper within a bordure gules

knight

Per bend argent and purpure a maunch countercharged

knight

Per bend, sable and gules, a celtic cross argent

10166 Anne of Brackley
Michelle Reines
Arthur MacArtair Né
MacArthur
Vic Light

Aryeloc Sunbane

Gabriel Fussell

knight

Caitrin O'Brien

Shelby McBride

knight

Tyler Morgan

knight

Sean Settles

knight

Duncan MacNeil

knight

10140 Chrispen Clairleone
Dimitri Natasha
Volnevitch
Duncan Alastair
10180 MacNeil

Azure, saltire two swords argent overall a fleur-de-lis
within a bordure or
Azure, upon a scroll argent a fleur-de-lis within a border
or
Gules, a hart springing gutté de sang
Vert, a fleur-de-lis or
Azure, a feather or
Or, a mountain gules
Argent, a rook sable

Per pale sable and argent, a fleur-de-lis countercharged
in fess, a droplet gules in chief over all
Vert, an inverted chevron argent in base, a horse
rampant to sinister argent in fess, within a bordure
sable
Sable, a chalice or
Per saltire sable and argent, a wolf's headed serpent
erect countercharged in fess
Sable, a chevron fracted its point offset to base within a
bordure, both or

Gyrony of ten, gules and or in dexter, argent and azure
in sinister, over all a lion rampant ermine in fess
Or, gutte de larmes, a raven displayed gules
Sable, on the sun in its splendor or, an eagle displayed
of the field
Azure, a rose argent in fess
Per chevron azure and sable, a chevron ramper or a
chief raguly of the last

Eduard von Zaralexis
10148 Ehwaz Bragisdotti
Eirikr Kylonen the
Broken-Handed
10006 Elsis von Zaralexis
Erdrick Thornus
Blackblade
Evan Nathaniel
Hawkins
10165 Gaelen O'Flaharty
Genevieve Leal
Rowntree of the
Sable Crane

Edward Downard
Avis Judd

knight
knight

Eric Bourgois
Raylee Downard

knight
knight

Nick Steinquist

knight

Barney Remington
Dave Reines

knight
knight

Marjorie Kosky

knight

10177 Gerrit Kendel

Chris Stuckey

knight

Jerry Norrish(?)

knight

Kelli Daher

knight

Quarterly vert and gules, first and fourth a bend argent,
second a cross crosslet fitchy or, third a harp or
Azure, a bear's paw argent pierced by a mullet of four
points azure, on a chief of the second, three mullets of
four points of the first
Purpure, a chevron argent with three mullets of eight
points, azure

knight

Sable, a bend sinister voided or, a pegasus rampant to
the sinister argent, between a compass star or in dexter
chief and an oak leaf proper in sinister base

Gregory Winterson
10237 Inara al Zarqa

Isabeau des
10022 Pegases'

James Darkstar

10001 Jessica Iverson

Mary Byrd

James Kosky

knight

Julia Hamann

knight

Per pale, vert and sable. A crescent moon argent in fess
Per chevron sable and purpure a hand argent
Argent, a crane displayed facing sinister sable in fess, a
compass star with four greater and four lesser points
enclosed within wings

Azure, a compass star with four greater and four lesser
points base elongated sable fimbriated or in fess
between four mullets, two in chief and two in base or
Sable and pean, a chevron or, a decrescent double
arched in dexter chief and an increscent double arched
in sinister chief, of the same

knight

Per bend sinister azure and vert, a mullet argent in
bend in chief, a decrescent argent in bend in dexter, a
griffin passant or in sinister
Vert, on a bend between a marquisette coronet and a
harp or, three gauntlets sable

knight

Per pale gules and argent a cross crosslet fitchy, in chief
a pair of wings joined inverted countercharged

knight

Sable, a skull with horns gules in fess

knight

Per bend sinister azure and sable, the rune teiwaz
argent

Laura Yohnka

knight

Sable, a wyvern or

David Bracht

knight

Penny Cluff

knight

Within a bordure vert, argent, an acorn proper in fess
Per fess engrailed, chief vert, base azure. Atop a pillar
argent a celtic harp or

Katarina Zelena
10055 Griffith al Hurra

Larissa Ann Organist knight

10060 Kheldar

JT Drews

10211 Kronosch Kiwaczyk Cody Hill-Kiwak
Largo Eximas of
Kenyon
Les Layton
Lark
Evintorianalaxisabal
30129 andi
Nancy Ray
Laurys y Vanninagh
10007 Lochinvar MacAuley
Lorelei von
10069 Bremerhaven

Maxmillian des
10021 Pegases'
10172 Mina LaVigne

Lenny Byrd
Melissa Turner

knight
knight

Peggy Wiley

knight

Judy Dodge

knight

Pavel Supal of
Prushunkie

Paul Cupal

knight

Phelan Stewart

Aaron Peterson

knight

Moira MacMurtrie
Mynwyn verch
10048 Gruffydd

Sable, on a bend sinister voided or, a pegasus volant
contourne argent, between a compass star of four
greater and four lesser points or in dexter chief and a
great sword in bend proper in sinister base
Purpure, a rose or
Azure, a sea-unicorn sajant erect contourne argent, a
chief wavy of the last a dolphin maiant embowed
contourne of the first
Quarterly sable and azure, a dragon passant argent in
fess
Gules, a lion rampant queue-fourche argent, armed or,
a key or on an escutcheon azure on the lion
Sable, a wolf's face argent in fess, between four
compass stars of four greater and four lesser points of
the same

Reinhardt von
10085 Konrad

Mike Konrad

knight

20208 Richard "Rabbit" Kirk Kevin Kestler

knight

10109 Robert Sanguin
Robert Sanguin
10109 (argent rook)

Robert Rutherfoord

knight

Robert Rutherfoord

knight (2)

Robert Rohr

knight

Amanda Kelley

knight

Russel Potter

knight

Michael Mullane

knight

Jake Stirler

knight

10041
10086
10206
10134

Robert von Rohr
Rune
Evintorianalaxisabal
andi
Rurik Levushka
Ulyanov
Shmenderek
O'Quinn
Siebold von
Groningen

Siegried von Lübeck Mike Stewart

knight

Thomas a'Boch

knight

Thomas Bourgois

Thomas Orich of the
10057 Clan Orich
Blake Peeples
Thomas Orich (Clan
10057 Orich)
Blake Peeples
10046 Treowin Godwinson

Martin Woolf

Walrick de Blakeney Jacob Stirler, Jr

knight
knight (2)
knight
knight

Or, a scorpion in fess gules
Per bend sinister gules and azure, in dexter chief a
coney courant argent, in sinister base a sword and
madou in saltire argent
Sable, a saltire gules fimbriated or, a double-handed
sword argent, within a bordure or
Sable, a rook argent
Per bend argent and sable, a spade countercharged in
fess
Argent, a baton with ribbons sable and purpure in
sinister chief
Ermine, a lion dormant gules to sinister in fess within a
bordure azure
Vert, between three crescents argent, a dragon's head
or
Vert two spears saltirewise points upward proper within
a bordure of roundels argent
Per pale sable and argent, a wolf's head countercharged
in fess within a bordure urdy gules
Per fess azure and vert, an oak tree eradicated proper
in fess, over all a dragon statant gules
A chevron sable. Chief argent and base purpure, two
popinjays proper statant to fess in chief, a cross or in
fess and a crescent sable in base
Argent, a popinjay statant proper
Sable, an eagle displayed or in base, three cross
crosslet fitchey of the same in chief
Per pale sable and argent, a tower within an orle of six
stars (mullets) countercharged

William Colin Smith
Yonaton von
Schwartzuberflek

Bart Smith

knight

Jonathan Hopf

knight

Travis Blevins

knight

Michael Geist

populace

Carlos Irizarry

populace

10250 Cyris O'Shea

Allen Stuckey

populace

10210 Eirian Ceffyl
10147 Ezekial ben Moshe

Raelene Ruiz
Michael Mindez

populace
populace

200005 Zephrox De Lugh
10233 Antinious Darkfyre
130008 Charles de Bastian

Azure, a bend argent, over all an eagle descending
wings addorsed proper, between a patriarchal cross with
three bars the uppermost upturned or fimbriated argent
in chief and a heart or fimbriated argent in base all
within a bordure argent
Sable, a bend sinister argent, a roundel of the first
Sable, saltire raguly or, charged with a sun arrayed
saltire gules surmounted by a lugh's knot argent, a
crescent in chief, a decrescent in sinister, an increscent
in dexter, inverted crescent in base
Per bend sinister gules and vert; a plate in chief, a
sword fesswise with point dexter in base argent
Sable, a bend argent. Three rooks azure, between two
increscents argent
Per chevron azure and argent; a wolf rampant in chief, a
bugle horn in base countercharged
Gules a horse rampant to sinister and in sinister canton
a mullet argent
Argent, a tree proper fructed sinister proper

Sara Swift

populace

Derrick Johnston

populace

10087 Ianthe Orich

Rose Gates

populace

10171 Jean

Blake Dargavel

populace

Per chevron vert and argent, in chief two double-bladed
axes argent and in base a compass rose sable
Argent, gutté des larmé, a stag's head sable gorged
with a coronet and chain or
Sable goutté de sang, a hawk wings elevated, addorsed
and preying or
Azure, a winged unicorn rampant wings displayed in
fess argent, armed and unguled or, a popinjay statant in
base proper
Argent, a bend sable, a heart gules pierced by a sword
in bend sinister point downward proper

populace

Per bend sinister gules and azure a cat-a-mountain
statant contourné and a unicorn rampant, both argent

Gallant O'Driscole
10020 Gillian Tacker
200010 Ian McTeer

Josceline Marie
10232 Tourneau

populace

Ashley Hutchison

200018 Karl von Lagerstein
10247 Lacion Nailo
Marcillius
Evintorianalaxisabal
30100 andi
Mathilde-Beatriz de
1300009 Ossa

David Ordway
Jake Brazelton

populace

Sable, a square argent; three triangles argent, two in
chief, one in base sinister all voided
Azure, a bend argent three books proper between two
plates quatrefoil argent
Azure between a sun or in chief and a decrescent argent
in base a fess wavy argent

populace

Vert, a sword argent, in chief three compass stars of the
same

populace

Per pale azure and argent, a roundel countercharged

Mark Ray

populace

Karen Alvarez

populace

10212 Neverita Thanato
Kira Chernesky
Sabrina
Evintorianalaxisabal
10123 andi
Iris Lewis
Samara Brielle
10244 Aislyn
Holly Beccari

10213 Shava Dardon

populace
populace

Nicole Polivka

10202 Tsuruchi No Yuri
Michael Kneuer
William al-Mawrid de
10253 Azuaga
William Mullins

Per pale gules and azure, an eagle displayed argent,
grasping two wood steins foaming at the mouth proper
Vert, a saltire sable fimbriated or

populace
populace
populace

Per fess embattled sable and azure, in chief a flute or
and in base three crescents two and one argent
Per pale, the dexter per fess vert and sable and the
sinister gules
Gules, pallets or, a sea lion armed or within a bordure
azure cinquifoil argent

